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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer represents also in Slovakia the greatest cancer risk for

women, with great incidence and mortality. Conventional film-screen
mammography is still the primary breast imaging modality with increasing
number of mammography units and mammography examinations. From the
radiation protection point of view achievement of good practice in
mammography department by implementation of quality assurance play an
important role for reduction of patients doses. Introduction of QA needs
trained and experienced staff and requires close collaboration between
radiologists, medical physicist and radiographers.

At the beginning of nineties at the Institute of Preventive and Clinical
Medicine we started with a survey of mean glandular doses at 15 existing
mammography units in the country. On the basis of a questionnaire in the
year 1991 were performed 10 488 mammography examinations, where due
to out of date mammography units the mean glandular dose reached more as
3 mGy. In the following years the claim to the modern mammography units
kept growing and in the year 1999 the total number of 63 mammography
units were operating in Slovakia providing about 101 471 mammography
examinations (Figure 1).

According to the alarming increase of the number of mammography
examinations it is absolutely necessary to work out criteria and principles for
Quality Control at mammography workplaces in our country and make it
obligatory for the staff of all mammography units.
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Our Institute takes part in research project of IAEA on Image Quality
and Patient Dose Optimisation in Mammography in Central Europe with the
aim:

• to provide local staff participating to the CRP with quality assurance
and quality control protocols in mammography

• to asses current status of radiological practice and equipment
performance in a selected number of mammography installations

• to run a quality control program and implement corrective actions
• to reassess the overall performance, image quality and patient dose
• to evaluate the benefits in terms of image quality and patient dose

improvements.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In the framework of our participation in the Research Project we have

chosen 3 mammography centers with 3 different mammography devices,
supposing that one is very good (Siemens MAMMOMAT 3000 unit), one
medium (ELSCINT MAM CH 22 S unit) and one bad (TUR D 240 unit). In
agreement with the timetable of research work 120 clinical images were
collected (10 patient/center; 1 patient-4 images 12 CC, 2 MLO projections/).
All collected images were evaluated in agreement with EC criteria for breast
diagnostic requirements.

The next step of our work was to perform the phantom measurements
and evaluations using a mammography phantom. Simultaneously we have
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realized the measurements of the entrance surface doses at phantom as well
as at patients using the thermoluminiscent dosemeters (LiF 700 Harshaw).

The TLDs were calibrated in terms of air kerma free-in-air at a half
value layer close to 0.4 mm, as recommended by European Protocol on
Dosimetry in Mammography. The PTW planparalel chamber, type 77334,
connected to the Nomex electrometer, calibrated at the Slovak Metro!ogical
Institute, was positioned in the center of the light beam. The stability of the
beam output measured during 10 subsequent irradiations was better than 0.1.
The used TLDs were selected for sensitivity after irradiation in 6 Co beam.
The acceptance criterion for the TLD response was set up in the interval of
±10% from the mean value (N = 92, SD = 5%). Following the program of
the RCP we have sent our TLD chips to the Dosimetry and Medical
Radiation Physics Section of IAEA, where irradiations for calibration and
intercomparison purposes were performed. The obtained values of Air
Kerma are given in the Table 1.

Table I. Comparison of TLD systems used for Air Kerma evaluation (mGy)

Air Kerma measured by TLD(IPCM)/Air Kerma stated by 1C (IAEA)

Beam Quality

1st check

2nd check

25 kV Mo/Mo

0.98

1.05

28 kV Mo/Mo

1.00

1.02

35 kV Mo/Mo

0.89

1.02

RESULTS
The clinical images evaluated by radiologists of mammography

departments involved in the CRP were delivered to the IAEA and reviewed
by experts in France and Spain.

The evaluation of image quality using the criteria which enable the
scoring of images have shown the following results in comparison with
Hungarian and Czech results (Table 2).

Two main groups of faults were observed
• Faults caused by bad position of patient
• Faults following bad exposure conditions
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Table.2. Evaluation of radiography images quality

departement H SK CZ

1 8,0:10 4,4:10 7,5:10

2 , 6,6:10 3,9:10 7,0:10

3 - 6,5:10 4,0:10 6,8:10

Faults of first group predominated, and they were the most frequent
reason for the requirement of repetition in all three centres.

In most concerned images inframmary angle was in bad position, too.
Breast glandular tissue was projected sharp in many cases, as well as
retroglandulal fat, but at some images skinfold was visible. Great
possibilities of improvement can be seen in breast compression.

Another problem in all centres was the presence of artefacts at images.
The presence of dust in cassettes, as well as bad manipulation or bad
development of films contribute to the artefacts origin. Better situation can
be seen by the using of exposition parameters.

Skin structures were clear projected along pectoral muscle, vascular -
good differentiated in dense parenchyma. Only few images were too light or
too dark to make impossible the adequate evaluation of glandular tissue.

In spite of the above mentioned faults the number of rejected images
was law. For film reject analysis the rejected films were collected and the
cause of rejection analysed. This indicates that intensive training of stuff,
including both radiologist as well as radiographers is urgently needed in the
near future.

Breast doses were measured on a randomly selected group of women
(10 patients/center) undergoing mammography examinations at the three
mammography units.

In the following figure are shown the assessments of Entrance Surface
Doses from TLD measurements on patients. The ESD values were obtained
from the TLD response corrected by the backscatter factor (BSF). The
applied BSF factor, HVL range 0.36 - 0.37, was close to value of 1.09.
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Figure 2. Distribution of breast compression and entrance surface doses
measured at various centers
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Figure 3. The mean glandular doses measured on participating departments

The AGD values were calculated by multiplication of the ESAK
values with the corresponding conversion factor g = /(HVL, thickness)
derived from the tables published by Dance et al [3]. The g values vary from
0.129 to 0.288.
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CONCLUSION
Summarising the CRP results it can be stated that they

• Initiated the suggestion of unified QA/QC criteria in mammography
and the urgent need to implement them into the national program of
radiology image quality improvement

• Remitted on unhomogenity not only in the equipment outfit but also in
the procedure of evaluation of the measured parameters and imaging
quality

• Revealed the shortcomings in the everyday practice of mammography
units which can be removed only by comprehensive by training of
persona] in imaging radiology optimisation, radiation protection policy
and quality assurance experiences

• Confirmed the possibilities of reduction of radiation loads of patient
undergoing mammography examinations as an inevitable requirement
of starting the national screening program for early estimation of
breast cancer.
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